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"No! My uncle has already guessed that this is probably a plot by the Southern Boss! He's not planning on sending Roanne back

at all," novel.xo Yonas shook his head and said.

He was not planning on revealing the matter to Joel at all, but he already had a few drinks, so he was getting loose-lipped.

On top of that, Joel deliberately invited him and treated him well, so he had good feelings for Joel!

So, he let a few things slip.

"So that was the case."

Joel could not help but sneer when he heard that.

When the Southern Boss suggested spreading the rumors, he felt that the plan was not reliable!

After all, the Thompsons were not idiots. They might not fall for it!

Sure enough, the Southern Boss' plans were foiled by Angus!

However, he still had some backups. novelxo Even if the Southern Boss' plan failed, it was no big deal!

"Mister Hiltons, what did you say just now?" Yonas did not catch what Joel said to himself, so he looked at Joel curiously.

"Oh, it's nothing. Mister Thompson, forgive me for being forward, but I think it's not very appropriate for the Thompsons to not

send Miss Thompson back," Joel said firmly.

"Why would it be inappropriate?" Yonas asked curiously.

"It's like this. Based on what I know, Leon has many beautiful women around him. He's not a good man! Miss Thompson is an

incredible beauty. Any man who saw her would be moved! Aren't you just sending her straight into the lion's den if you let her

stay under the same roof as Roanne?" Joel took the chance to say, wanted to drive a wedge between Leon and the Thompsons.

"What? He would dare?!"

Hearing that, Yonas stood up in shock.

Back when he was with his family, novel.xo he knew about how Roanne refused to move back to the Thompsons!

He also knew that Angus only agreed to let Roanne continue to stay with Leon because Angus was worried about the Southern

Boss.

Angus' reasoning made a lot of sense back then, so he did not feel like anything was wrong!

However, he suddenly realized something after he heard what Joel said!

Leon had a lot of beautiful women around him. nvëlx.o He was a lecherous playboy!

With Roanne living with Leon and the others,novëxo and with Roanne's looks, it was very possible that Leon would take the

chance to make his advances on Roanne, or even take advantage of her!

No matter what, Roanne was still related to him by blood!

He would not let Leon stain Roanne's purity!

"Mister Thompson, don't get too emotional, I'm just speculating! However, it doesn't hurt to be wary! novëxo If Leon is some

incredibly perverted man and does something nasty to Miss Thompson, ruining her purity and reputation, then the results would

be disastrous. The Thompsons have to be on guard against this," Joel warned with a false look of concern.

"Yes, you're right! I'll tell my grandfather and uncle about this, and make sure they're on guard against Leon! If Leon dares to do

something to Roanne, our family won't spare him easily!" Yonas said with a cold glint in his eyes.

He never liked Leon in the first place. With Joel's meddling, he started to be even more on guard against Leon!

Right at that moment, novelxo some noise was heard outside that quickly alerted Yonas and Joel.
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